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ABSTRACT  

Most chains are an assembly [1] of five parts namely, outer plate, inner plate, bush, pin and 
roller. Two inner plates are press fitted with two bushes to form an inner block assembly. The outer 
plates are press fitted with pins after keeping the pins through the assembled bushes of the inner 
block. Roller is a rotating member and placed over the bush during inner block assembly. Inner block 
assembly is the load transfer member from sprocket tooth. The outer block assembly helps in holding 
and also to pull the inner block over the sprocket teeth. If a chain length is in odd number of pitches, 
it requires an offset plate as shown in Figure 1 to connect two ends of the chain together to make 
chain endless. When the chain is assembled with an offset plate, the chain fatigue life was observed 
only 20 to 25% of the total life of a chain, assembled without an offset plate. The holes in the offset 
plate are of the same size as in the outer and inner plates respectively and it is a complex in shape 
chain plate. A inbuilt thinning zone at the centre of the chain plate as shown in Figure 1 is 
unavoidable.  

 
 

Fig.1A complex shape chain plate 
 

The stresses and its distribution in this complex shape chain plate geometry play a critical role in 
the fatigue life performance of a chain assembly. However, it is difficult identify the stress 
distribution and stress concentration zones precisely using only the conventional industrial friendly 
tools such as routine quality control test, breaking load test and numerical computations. In this 
context the transmission photoelastic technique has made it possible to identify the stress distribution, 
its concentration and also to quantify the stress and strain [2-3] at any point in the chain plate. This 
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paper explains how transmission photoelastic technique is used to estimate the stress distribution and 
its concentration zones in a complex chain plate when it isloaded.  

 

 
Fig.2Fringes observed in the stress frozen model 

 
An epoxy chain plate model was made through the casting method using a Perspex mould [2-3]. 

A loading fixture was used to load the model during stress freezing in the furnace. The integrated 
fringe pattern of the offset chain plate is shown in Figure 2. Slices are cut in the offset zone to 
understand the nature of the stress distribution. A Simple photoelastic analysis of this has revealed a 
wealth of information to take suitable decision on the design of such plates taking into account the 
constraints in manufacturing.  
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